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ABSTRACT 
 

This paper considers forms of government originating from the conflicts 

among social classes. By introducing the concept of needs classes, this paper analyzes 

the relationships among inequality, GDP composition by sector, and forms of 

government. It explains that the forms of government are especially associated with 

the strength of safety-satisfied class, which is affected by inequality and the shares of 

different sectors of the economy. Therefore, it hypothesizes that forms of government 

are influenced by the inequality and the GDP composition by sector.  

Data on the Gini coefficient of income, GDP composition by sector and 

Unified Democracy Scores in the 1980s and 2000s are regressed in this paper to verify 

the hypotheses. The regression results show that a country, which has a higher 

percentage of GDP from services and a lower value of Gini coefficient, possibly has a 

more democratic government. Though the percentage of GDP from agriculture is not 

significant in every dataset, it negatively affects democratization.  
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

My interest in forms of government was inspired years ago when I read the 

history of the classical Mediterranean. Why did ancient Athens have the direct 

democracy while the government of ancient Spartan was an aristocracy and ancient 

Rome was a republic? What was the reason for societies that shared related cultures, 

were located in nearby regions, and existed during similar ages to have different forms 

of government?  

Classifications on Forms of Government  
There has been a long history in the studies of forms of government since the 

classical era. Aristotle had comparatively studied and recorded the political institutions 

of 148 Greek polis (i.e. city-states). Unfortunately, only one out of the 148 records 

survived up to the present, The Athenian Constitution. Another work of Aristotle, 

Politics, discussed politics, city-state, law, social order, conflicts between social 

classes, revolution, and especially the forms of government. In his book, Aristotle 

stated that the forms of government equal the properties of the “governing class”, 

which is the “authoritative element in any city-state”. “…and the authoritative element 

must be either one person, or few, or many, then whenever the one, the few, or the 

many for the common benefit, these constitutions must be correct. But if they aim at 

the private benefit, whether of the one or the few or the multitude, they are deviations” 

(Aristotle). Aristotle’s system is illustrated below (Heywood, 2002):  

Table 1.1 Aristotle’s Six Forms of Government 

Property 
Number of Magistrates 

One A few Many 

True Monarchy Aristocracy Polity 

Perverted Tyranny Oligarchy Democracy 
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Later philosophers also discussed the classification on forms of government. 

Cicero’s government theory closely stemmed from the Greek doctrines. He stated in 

his work De Re Publica that there are three simple forms of good government 

(monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy) and correspondingly three bad forms (tyranny, 

oligarchy, and ochlocracy). His theory strongly resembled that of Polybius, the Greek 

historian. But there is an obvious difference between them. Polybius believed the 

forms of government should experience an evolution in such an order: primitive 

monarchy – kingship – tyranny – aristocracy – oligarchy – democracy – ochlocracy – 

primordial chaos. But Cicero considered that any of the three good forms could be the 

original form of government of a country, and any succession order is possible. 

Further, Cicero thought the mix of the three good forms is the best government. His 

example was the Roman Republic: the consuls as the monarchy, the senate as the 

aristocracy, and the assembly of the centuries as the democracy. (Cicero)  

In The Spirit of the Laws, Montesquieu claims that there are three different 

natures of government: republican, monarchical, and despotic. “…that a republican 

government is that in which the body, or only a part of the people, is possessed of the 

supreme power; monarchy, that in which a single person governs by fixed and 

established laws; a despotic government, that in which a single person directs 

everything by his own will and caprice.” (Montesquieu) He demonstrated that the 

principle of democracy is virtue, the principle of aristocracy is moderation, the 

principle of monarchy is honor, and the principle of despotic government is fear.  

Philosophers from the classical era to the Enlightenment kept attempting to 

systematically define the classification on forms of government, but contemporary 

study in this field is “not a scientific pursuit”, and has achieved slight advance beyond 

Aristotle’s study (Adam, 1960). There are various classifications on forms of 

government, but each of them is based on a weak standard. Some classify 

governments according to historical reviews, i.e. “The tyranny, constantly recurring in 

Greek city-states, the dictator, frequently required to redress the political balance in 

the republic of Rome” (Adam, 1960). Some classify governments in ideology, such as 
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democracy, communism, fascism, etc. (Hitchner & Harbold, 1965). Some consider 

that governments should be classified as western polyarchy, new democracies, East 

Asian government, Islamic government, and military government, etc. (Heywood, 

2002). Some classify governments as established democracy, new democracy, and 

authoritarian rule (Hague & Harrop, 2001).  

All of these classifications are too loose to organize the forms of government 

in a strong classification system. Some of them could describe contemporary 

governments well, but cannot be used to depict historical regimes. Some of them root 

from history, but can be hardly used on the present world. Some of them even have no 

explicit standards. “One reason for the lack of objective standards in the classification 

of governmental systems is that value judgments confront the investigator at the very 

start of the inquiry.”, and “value judgments vary from age to age and even according 

to location” (Adam, 1960).  

Due to the controversies in the classification on forms of government, this 

paper considers that governments are organized in two forms, democracy and non-

democracy, to facilitate the discussion. But it is important to note that the intensity of 

democracy (and non-democracy) is continuous (Benhabib, Corvalan, & Spiegel, 2011). 

There could be a country more democratic than another, though both of them have 

democracy; similarly, there could be a country more non-democratic than another, 

though both of them have non-democracy.  

The Economic Origins of Forms of Government  
There are a couple of arguments on the economic origins of forms of 

government. One of them asserts that whether a country has democracy or non-

democracy depends on the amount of resources in its possession (Barkstrom, 1998). It 

argues that democracy exists in countries which possess large amount of resources; the 

other countries which experience scarcity of resources would become non-democracy. 

“Democracies and dictatorships are determined at the time geologic forces allocate 

resources to future nations.” This conclusion seems established when applying a 
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horizontal comparison among the contemporary regimes. It is true that many 

democratic countries, especially those in North America and Europe, are more 

prosperous than those non-democratic countries, such as North Korea (which relies on 

international aid to maintain itself). But the Soviet Union (as well as some other 

former communist countries), which possessed huge amount of resources, had held an 

extreme dictatorship for decades. Further, the resources possessed by ancient Athens, 

the city-state, must be much less than those possessed by China today, which has 

become the second largest economy in the world in 2010 (IMF, 2010). But the citizens 

of Athens enjoyed a direct democracy, while China holds a non-democratic 

government in spite of the several regime and ideology changes and the economic 

boost during the last century. Due to these evidences, this argument on the economic 

origins of forms of government can hardly establish.  

Another argument is that the democracy emerges and exists in affluent 

societies: high incomes would encourage consolidating the democracies. Though 

doubts have been cast to this argument, a latest paper (Benhabib, Corvalan, & Spiegel, 

2011) tries to have the correlation of income and democracy reestablished. The 

authors consider that more and better-measured data on both income and democracy 

are crucial to the establishment of such a correlation. They use the data on GDP per 

capita from Penn World Tables 6.3 and Maddison data sets as the measurement of 

income. And the four measures of democracy used in their study are: Freedom House, 

Polity IV, Index of Democratization, and Democracy/Dictatorship. In its conclusion, 

their paper claims that income is a “significant explanatory variable for democracy in 

cross-country panel data”. It ascribes the weak relation between income and 

democracy appeared in former studies to two reasons: small and inaccurate data in 

income, and the lack of appropriate measurements of democracy. But the authors also 

demonstrate that socialist countries and oil exporters’ countries could be excluded 

from their research as exceptions. In this case, they can receive better results from 

their model. Though the authors introduce “fixed country effects” (such as culture, 

religion, and the endowment of natural resources) into their analysis, yet their model 
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cannot explain data from many countries. It indicates that the direct correlation of 

income and democracy is still doubtable.  

The arguments mentioned above share a similarity: they consider each country 

as a whole. The first argument insists that the forms of government are related with the 

total amount of resources of the whole country, while the second one claims that they 

are resulted from the average income of the whole country. Regardless that their 

conclusions can hardly stand beyond the contemporary evidences, they are orienting a 

misinterpretation that as if the forms of government are simply the results of 

international comparison. Rather than the theories introduced above, I believe that the 

conflicts among social classes within each country engender the forms of government.  

One representative contemporary researcher in the conflicts between social 

classes is Daron Acemoglu. In his 2001 paper cooperated with James A. Robinson, A 

Theory of Political Transitions, the society is grouped into the poor and the rich, and 

the game result between the two groups would cause a transition between democracy 

and non-democracy. They argued that, driven by discontent on tax rate, the poor in a 

non-democratic society inclined to launch a revolution to establish a democracy, while 

the rich in a democratic society inclined to mount a coup to oppose democracy, from 

which they are imposed a high tax; and both the poor and the rich would probably 

operate the change of regime during a recessionary period, for “costs of political 

turmoil…are lower during such periods.” (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2001) 

But the problem in Acemoglu’s theory is obvious: the political institutions root 

from the compositions of social classes, but the social classes considered in their 

model seem not quite appropriate. As the so-called “poor” and “rich” are relative 

concepts, it is difficult to define them clearly. Though middle class was introduced in 

another article by them, it was almost neglected: “The middle classes do not 

participate in the revolutionary threat, and their only role is to set the tax rate in a 

limited democracy” (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2000). Further, I think the discontent on 

tax rate is only a trigger of revolution or coop, while the revolution and coop are 
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merely manifestations of political transition. I do not think they are the reasons of the 

origins of democracy or non-democracy.  

Nevertheless, introducing the method of game theory into the study of forms of 

government, discussing the effects of tax and redistribution policies, economic 

stability, and recessionary and forecasting coup and revolution, are significant 

advancements in this field, although Acemoglu’s work is a study on the phenomenon 

but not on the reason.  

Instead of grouping people in “rich” and “poor”, I would like to introduce 

needs classes, among which the conflicts are the origins of democracy and non-

democracy, expanding Maslow’s hierarchy of needs from individual scale into social 

scale.  

Maslow’s Theory in Psychology 
The psychology of Abraham Maslow, also known as “the third force 

psychology”, aims to study human motivation, having a different view on the 

psychological study about human behavior from either Freudianism or Behaviorism. 

Maslow demonstrates that the needs are organized hierarchically, driving human 

motivation (Sheehy, 2004). People always endeavor to feed their needs. When the 

needs on a lower hierarchy are well fed, the needs on a higher level would emerge 

immediately, and people begin to pursue the feeding of the new ones. “Maslow 

contends that throughout his life the human being is practically always desiring 

something, he is a wanting animal and ‘rarely reaches a state of complete satisfaction 

except for a short time. As one desire is satisfied, another pops up to take its place. ’” 

(Goble, 1970)  

According to Maslow, the hierarchically grouped five categories of human 

needs are listed below (Witzel, 2003):  

 (1.) Physiological needs: the requirements of the basic things which we need 

to maintain life, such as air, water, food, shelter, sleep, and sex, etc. If we are hungry, 
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a desire of food would override all other needs, depending how hungry we are, and 

searching for food would become our most important task.  

 (2.) Safety and security needs: the needs for physical security and stability, 

and so on. Safety, security, stability, law and order are what people on this hierarchy 

desire.  

 (3.) Love and belongingness needs: “Now the person …will hunger for 

affectionate relations with people in general, namely, for a place in his group, and he 

will strive with great intensity to achieve this goal.” (Goble, 1970) 

 (4.) Esteem needs: the desire for strength, achievement, adequacy, mastery, 

and competence, etc.; the desire for reputation, prestige, status, glory, and 

appreciation, etc.  

 (5.) Self-actualization needs: the needs that we try the best to realize what we 

think we should do. “What a man can be, he must be.” (Maslow, 1970) But this kind 

of needs is not necessary for everyone; it could be more powerful in some ones than in 

others.  

These types of needs are arranged in an ascending order. The first one, 

Physiological needs, are the most basic needs which should be fed very first. Once the 

lower level needs are fulfilled, the higher level ones would come into demand 

immediately, waiting to be satisfied.  

But Maslow also stated that it is not necessary to 100% satisfy a need for the 

next need in the hierarchy to become dominant. Also, the hierarchies are not fixed, 

when being applied to specific individuals; it means that some people would consider 

self-esteem needs are more important than the safety and security needs (Witzel, 2003).  
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CHAPTER II 

DISCUSSION 

As conflicts among needs classes are considered as the origins of forms of 

government, this chapter is to explain the mechanism that how the GDP composition 

by sector and the inequality affect the conflicts.  

The core assumption from Maslow’s theory is that rational people always 

endeavor to feed their needs, based on which I believe that politics and forms of 

government are generated from the scarcity of resources.  

As people endeavor to feed their needs, they need to obtain resources to 

consume or utilize, the more the better. As the resources are scarce, they have to 

contest with others to obtain more. (“Resource” here is an abstract concept, referring 

to not only food or wealth, but also social resources, such as interpersonal relationship, 

and personal influence, etc.) Originally people only contest for more resources, but 

later the objective would be switched to a higher level. If some of people have 

accumulated enough resources, they, who are more powerful for more resources could 

be employed by them, would begin contesting to pursue the rights of resource 

allocation, which is even scarcer, in order to accelerate their resource accumulation 

rate. The rights are the qualifications that one could participate in the negotiations on 

resource allocation. It is an indirect influence. The power, which could directly 

determine the resource allocation, can be considered as the combination of the rights.  

I believe that democracy would come into existence when there are population 

having sufficient interest and ability in holding and affording the rights.  

Assumption 1: The Four Needs Classes  
Out of the five hierarchies of needs by Maslow, four of them could be included 

in the discussion about forms of government: physiological needs, safety and security 

needs, love and belongingness needs, and esteem needs. Self-actualization needs are 

excluded from this topic, because it is not a hierarchy of needs describing the ordinary 
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population, but the “healthy” people, that is, perfect ones (Goble, 1970). I think the 

perfect individuals cannot play such an important role in the study on forms of 

government as they do in physiology, because the former one studies the entire society.  

Considering the scarcity of resources, people in a certain country must be on 

different hierarchy of needs. It turns out that people on the same hierarchy of needs, 

who have similar needs to be fed, would share similarity in various aspects, such as, 

resources needed to consume or utilize, values, and political perspectives, etc. Thus 

forms the four needs classes.  

Physiology-Unsatisfied Class 
People who cannot satisfy their physiological needs form the physiology-

unsatisfied class. The resources possessed by this class are so deficient, that they could 

not even afford their basic lives. Therefore they prefer to have anarchy, in order to 

pillage resources which they cannot obtain under steady social order, to maintain their 

lives.  

Physiology-Satisfied Class 
People who are satisfied in physiological needs form the physiology-satisfied 

class. This class possesses an amount of resources that can afford their basic lives. 

They prefer to maintain a steady political state in order to have a stable circumstance 

to facilitate their resource accumulation in order to fulfill their further needs. They 

have no interests in public affairs: “For because they do not have much property, they 

lack leisure and cannot attend meetings of the assembly frequently... Indeed, they find 

working more pleasant than engaging in politics and holding office, where no great 

profit is to be had from office, since the many seek money more than honor” 

(Aristotle). For fearing instability, they do not like transitions in forms of government, 

but they will not try to resist such a trend of transition, for they do not have enough 

strength to do so.  
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Safety-Satisfied Class 
People who are satisfied in safety and security needs form the safety-satisfied 

class. They have already possessed many resources that they do not need to worry 

about affording their basic lives, making them free to participate in public affairs. 

They prefer to hold the rights, in order to take part in the negotiations of the resource 

allocation, in which they could obtain more.  

Upper-Needs-Satisfied Class  
People who are satisfied in love and belongingness needs and esteem needs 

form the upper-needs-satisfied class. Being ranked in this class proves that they have 

already accumulated sufficient amount of resources. They are the elites of the society, 

enjoying a handsome rate in resource accumulation, sharing the power among 

themselves. They do not like a strong safety-satisfied class, who can afford the rights 

to participate in the negotiations of resource allocation, sharing their benefits.  

Obviously, the first two needs classes exercise no influence on the forms of 

government. The physiology-unsatisfied class always wants anarchy; what they want 

to overwhelm is not any certain constitution but the incumbent government, in order to 

make disorder. The physiology-satisfied class welcomes any form of government as 

long as there is a steady order, under which their resource accumulation could be 

guaranteed.  

The safety-satisfied class and the upper-needs-satisfied class are the roles to 

affect the forms of government. The upper-needs-satisfied class prefers non-

democracy, in which they can directly allocate resources and maximize their benefits. 

The safety-satisfied class prefers democracy, but unless they are strong enough a 

democracy could not be established. It is stated by Aristotle that, “But the ancient 

constitutions were oligarchic and kingly, and quite understandably so. For because of 

their small population they did not have much of a middle class, so that, being small in 

number and poor in organization, the people put up with being ruled” (Aristotle). The 

“middle class” mentioned here could be interpreted as the safety-satisfied class. The 
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strength of needs classes depends on their possession and accumulation rate of 

resources.  

Now consider the inequality, which exists in every known society.  

Due to the scarcity of the resources and the inequality, it is impossible that 

everyone in a society could possess sufficient resource, by which all of them could be 

ranked on high hierarchy of needs. If the level of inequality is extremely low, the fact 

must be that everyone possesses only a small amount of resources. Thus the strength 

of different needs classes would differ, as the inequality aggravates.  

Assumption 2: Different Ability in Obtaining Resources  
The needs classes could be arranged in a descending sequence by their ability 

of obtaining resources:  

Table 2.1 Different Ability in Obtaining Resources 

Sequence Needs Class 

1 Upper-Needs-Satisfied Class 

2 Safety-Satisfied Class 

3 Physiology-Satisfied Class 

4 Physiology-Unsatisfied Class 

 
As the inequality increases from a extremely low level to a moderate level, the 

strength of both of the safety-satisfied class and the upper-needs-satisfied class are 

increased. It is because that the resources are drawn by the two from the lower needs 

classes. But if the inequality continues to increase, it must be the result that the 

resources are drawn from the safety-satisfied class by the upper-needs-satisfied class, 

which is better at obtaining resources, weakening the safety-satisfied class.  

Hypothesis 1: The Inequality Influences the Forms of government  
As mentioned above, when the safety-satisfied class is strong enough, what 

they demand would be no longer only the resources, but the rights of resource 

allocation. Therefore the hypothesis is that a country with moderate inequality, which 
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is neither too low nor too high to cultivate a strong safety-satisfied class, would have a 

more democratic government. This would be verified by the data analysis in following 

chapters.  

Hypothesis 2: GDP Composition by Sector Influences the Forms of 
government  

It can be observed that a commercial society is more likely to home a 

democracy than an agricultural society. For example, China, which is traditionally an 

agriculture society, had never had democracy; ancient Athens, which was a 

commercial society, held a direct democracy. “We can, at any rate, make this remark - 

that in the cities where the principal element of wealth was the possession of the soil, 

the rich class was longer respected, and held its domain longer; and that, on the 

contrary, in cities like Athens, where there were few landed estates, and where men 

became rich especially by industry, manufactures, and commerce, the instability of 

fortunes sooner awakened the cupidity or hopes of the lower orders, and the 

aristocracy was sooner attacked.” (Coulanges) This is because that services (including 

commerce) is more efficient in increasing the accumulation rate of resources than 

agriculture. It means that people could obtain more and faster in services than in 

agriculture. Thus a society which has more services in its economy could more easily 

cultivate a stronger safety-satisfied class, by which a more democratic government can 

be afforded.  
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Figure 2.1 Global Trends in GDP Composition by Sector (1970 ~2008) 

(Data from World Development Indicators, The World Bank)  

The GDP composition by sector contains three elements: the percentage of 

GDP from agriculture, the percentage of GDP from industry, and the percentage of 

GDP from services. Figure 2.1 shows the global trends in the GDP composition by 

sector. It can be observed in the figure that from 1970 to 2008, the percentage of 

global GDP from services kept increasing while the percentage of global GDP from 

industry and agriculture kept decreasing. From Figure 2.2 we can find that since 1970 

to 2008, the trends on the forms of government is that the amount of countries (with 
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democratic. Corresponding data will be analyzed in following chapters to verify this 

hypothesis.  

 

Figure 2.2 Global Trends in Governance, 1946-2008 (Marshall & Cole, 2009) 

To conclude, the strength of the safety-satisfied class, comparing to that of the 

upper-needs-satisfied class, could decisively affect the form of government adopted in 

a certain country, democracy or non-democracy. The strength of the needs classes is 

related with the inequality and the GDP composition by sector.  Thus establishes the 

hypothesized relationship among the inequality, the GDP composition by sector, and 

the forms of government.  
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CHAPTER III 

DATA 

There are three sorts of data used in this paper: GDP composition by sector, 

Gini coefficient of income, and the Unified Democracy Scores.  

Data Selection  
The GDP composition by sector is cited from the World Development 

Indicators, The World Bank, which is last updated on December, 2010. It contains the 

data in more than 1150 development indicators, including GDP composition by 

agriculture, industry and services, covering 213 economies, from 1960 to 2009. All of 

the data are compiled from officially-recognized international sources. Not only 

national data, but also regional and global estimates are provided by the database, 

which claims that the data it presents are the most current and accurate.  

The Gini coefficient is provided by UNU-WIDER World Income Inequality 

Database, Version 2.0c, May 2008. This database collects the information on income 

inequality for countries all over the world within varying years, providing Gini 

coefficient, quintile and decile shares, survey means and medians, and the income 

shares of the richest and the poorest 5%. The Gini coefficient used in this paper are 

mainly from the data on disposable income. If there is no data on disposable income, it 

is substituted by gross income or monetary income. The Gini coefficients on 

consumption or expenditure are discarded. There are several extra requirements on 

data selection:  

1. The Gini coefficient for each country should cover all areas of that country. 

The data, which claim that it is restricted within urban, metro, rural, 15 largest cities, 

or so on, are discarded.  

2. The Gini coefficient for each country should cover the whole population of 

that country. If the data claims that it only covers certain population, such as “taxes 
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payer” or if it claims that there are any population excluded from the data, such as “All, 

excl. households depending entirely on charity”, it is discarded.  

3. The Gini coefficient for each country should cover all ages of population in 

that country. If the data covers only a part of age, for example, 25 – 59, it is discarded.  

4. If there are two totally different data (they may be calculated by different 

institutions) available for the same country, in the same year, with the same coverage, 

and from the same source (for example, disposable income), both of them are 

discarded.  

To facilitate the regressions on the forms of government, a weighted score 

system measuring the level of democracy is used in this paper. The Unified 

Democracy Scores (UDS), developed by James Melton, Stephen Meserve, and Daniel 

Pemstein, is a “a set of measures that leverage the efforts of a variety of experts to 

provide a composite scale of democracy, accompanied by estimates of measurement 

uncertainty” (Pemstein, Meserve & Melton, 2010). It is a measurement of democracy, 

synchronizing and balancing 10 extant measuring scales: Arat (1991), BLM (2005), 

Bollen (2001), Freedom House (2007), Hadenius (1992), PACL (2000, 2010), Polity 

(2006), Polyarchy (1991), PRC (2002), and Vanhanen (2003). Each of the ten 

measures is a weighted score system measuring the degree of democracy according to 

the development and completeness of the components on which it values. For example, 

Freedom House focuses on political rights and civil liberties; Polyarchy examines that 

is there any free and fair elections, freedom of organization, freedom of expression, 

and pluralism in the media; Vanhanen considers the competition and participation in 

politics. If it regards that a country is better fulfilled in the components, it gives the 

country a higher score representing that it is more democratic; vice versa. Thus the 

degree of democracy can be compared among countries. The ten measures and their 

focuses are listed in Table 3.1 (Pemstein, Meserve & Melton, 2010).  
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Table 3.1 Ten Measures of Democracy (Pemstein, Meserve & Melton, 2010) 

 

But as the ten measures focus on different aspects with different values, there 

are sometimes divergences among them. Using a “Bayesian latent variable approach”, 

UDS is synthesized to leverage these different measures, not only providing an 

improved measurement on democracy, but also allowing the immense studies by 

different researchers in this field to be comparable.  

The values of UDS are generally distributed between -2 and 2. A greater UDS 

represents a more democratic government, vice versa. What I use in this paper is the 

UDS 1000 Draw Sample (latest updated on January 4, 2011), which is available to 

every country on the world, covering the time period from 1946 to 2008.  
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Though all the three databases have a wide coverage in both of the amount of 

countries and the time period, there is no specific data available in every indicator, to 

every country, in every year. The limitation is primarily from the Gini coefficient. Due 

to this limitation, it is impossible to pick data of all the indicators for each country 

from the same year. Therefore, I have to pick data from nearby years. However, the 

data of each indicator for a certain country should come from the same year.  

The amounts of sample countries in each data year are displayed in Table 3.2. 

It also shows that the data deficiency in the 2000s sample is not as serious as that in 

the 1980s sample.  

Table 3.2 Distribution of Sample Countries 

Datasets Sample Distribution 

1980s 

Sample Size: 39 

Data Year Amount of Sample 
countries 

1977 1 

1979 4 

1980 15 

1981 6 

1983 3 

1984 4 

1985 3 

1986 1 

1987 2 

2000s 

Sample Size: 39 

Data Year Amount of Sample 
countries 

1999 3 

2000 33 

2001 3 
 

Datasets  
The data collected in UDS, GDP composition by sector, and Gini coefficient in 

incomes are displayed in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4. The samples of 1980s and 2000s are 
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partly different from each other, due to the deficiency of data. Argentina, Bolivia, 

Canada, Germany, Honduras, Paraguay, Portugal, Romania, Uganda, and Venezuela, 

which present in the 2000s sample, are not contained in the 1980s sample. Bangladesh, 

Denmark, Ghana, Guatemala, Japan, Lesotho, Madagascar, Malawi, Nepal, and 

Pakistan, which appear in the 1980s sample, are not in that of 2000s. Six decimal are 

retained for the data of UDS, Agriculture (% on GDP), Industry (% on GDP), and 

Services (% on GDP).  

Table 3.3 1980s Sample 
Country 

Name UDS Agriculture 
% on GDP 

Industry 
% on GDP 

Services 
% on GDP Gini Data 

Year 
Australia 1.660803 7.758436 37.468109 54.773457 39.40 1979 
Austria 1.568212 4.137735 34.189938 61.672327 28.30 1983 
Bangladesh -0.784251 30.686305 21.903202 47.410493 33.60 1983 
Belgium 2.087943 2.586219 36.730182 60.683599 28.20 1979 
Brazil -0.181716 10.735694 43.719396 45.544910 58.40 1981 
Bulgaria -1.111134 14.610812 54.490268 30.898920 23.40 1980 
Chile -1.176692 7.253160 37.443388 55.303358 53.20 1980 
China -0.957568 30.174234 48.222456 21.603310 29.50 1980 
Colombia 0.557201 19.911125 32.488262 47.600613 57.80 1980 
Costa Rica 1.195386 13.880133 32.480244 53.639623 46.40 1983 
Denmark 2.094863 5.213186 25.692516 69.094299 31.00 1981 
Finland 1.193130 8.684463 37.978813 53.336725 23.30 1981 
France 0.982859 4.603908 29.242726 66.153366 29.00 1984 
Ghana -0.980157 50.703775 16.352331 32.943894 51.30 1987 
Greece 1.115102 12.086500 30.190162 57.723338 39.80 1981 
Guatemala -0.213514 25.381506 21.524693 53.093801 54.20 1979 
Ireland 1.431757 11.435973 35.682218 52.881809 36.70 1980 
Italy 1.374284 6.019830 38.071544 55.908626 37.50 1980 
Japan 1.529139 3.634266 40.682808 55.682926 33.40 1980 
Kenya -0.613324 41.950997 17.986838 40.062169 56.70 1977 
Lesotho -0.792176 25.840167 32.420958 41.738875 63.00 1987 
Luxembourg 1.526584 2.048073 29.718026 68.233901 26.40 1985 
Madagascar -0.789289 30.051209 16.055382 53.893409 46.30 1980 
Malawi -1.234545 42.898506 21.922808 35.178690 59.90 1985 
Malaysia 0.040412 19.979379 38.527017 41.493604 51.50 1984 
Mauritius 0.667304 13.132484 26.206689 60.660827 35.20 1980 
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Table 3.3 Continued 

Country 
Name UDS Agriculture 

% on GDP 
Industry 

% on GDP 
Services 

% on GDP Gini Data 
Year 

Mexico -0.224934 9.392467 34.942794 55.664739 50.60 1984 
Nepal -0.308950 60.993408 12.595936 26.410655 30.00 1984 
Netherlands 2.109227 4.246496 32.933977 62.819527 28.30 1981 
New Zealand 1.428610 10.349942 30.785208 58.864851 34.70 1980 
Norway 2.001758 3.710647 34.634545 61.654807 22.60 1986 
Pakistan -0.959283 30.413170 23.597210 45.989620 36.70 1979 
Philippines -0.265909 24.577405 35.068012 40.354583 45.50 1985 
Spain 0.810107 7.249112 36.589435 56.161454 34.20 1980 
Sri Lanka 0.348837 27.553578 29.640459 42.805963 44.50 1980 
Sweden 2.115083 4.702995 31.616678 63.680327 32.60 1980 
Thailand -0.011501 21.357101 30.099190 48.543709 48.30 1981 
United 
Kingdom 1.446522 2.123577 40.711049 57.165374 25.20 1980 

United States 1.172728 2.897942 33.532681 63.569377 34.70 1980 
 

Features of several typical countries can be observed from the dataset 

illustrated above. China, as a non-democratic country, had a UDS of -0.957568; though 

its Gini was on a moderate level (29.50), its GDP from agriculture was as high as 30.174234%, 

while its GDP from services (21.603310%) was very low. Netherlands had the highest UDS 

(2.109227) in this dataset, meaning that it was the most democratic country among the 1980s 

sample; correspondingly, with a moderate Gini (28.30), its GDP from agriculture in 1981 was 

as low as 4.246496%, and its GDP from services was 62.819527%. The United States, though 

democratic, had a UDS in 1980 of 1.172728; its Gini was higher (34.70), but its GDP from 

agriculture was as low as 2.897942%, while the GDP from services was 63.569377%. The 

UDS of Malaysia in 1984 was 0.040412, meaning that it was only slightly democratic; it had 

quite a high Gini (51.50), while its GDP from agriculture and services were respectively 

19.979379% and 41.493604%, better than those of China. Nepal in 1984, which had a UDS of 

-0.308950, was slightly non-democratic; its Gini (30.00) was moderate, but it had an 

extremely high percentage of GDP from agriculture (60.993408), and its GDP from services 

(26.410655%) is only a little higher than that of China.  
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Table 3.4 2000s Sample 
Country 

Name UDS Agriculture 
% on GDP 

Industry 
% on GDP 

Services 
% on GDP Gini Data 

year 
Argentina 0.984568 4.971221 27.608687 67.420089 50.43 2000 
Australia 2.000801 3.512804 26.909279 69.577917 31.00 2000 
Austria 2.031637 2.036523 30.782390 67.181088 23.70 2000 
Belgium 1.460693 1.379713 27.034263 71.586024 29.60 2000 
Bolivia 0.718607 15.007648 29.792364 55.199988 63.30 2000 
Brazil 0.801059 5.602810 27.731861 66.665329 58.79 2000 
Bulgaria 0.488029 13.557276 25.887141 60.555583 30.78 2000 
Canada 1.309129 2.276259 33.206224 64.517516 30.09 2000 
Chile 0.762942 6.113242 38.395983 55.490774 55.21 2000 
China -1.204233 15.062944 45.916444 39.020612 39.03 2000 
Colombia 0.188386 8.938650 29.469326 61.592023 57.40 2000 
Costa Rica 1.143531 9.456536 32.084134 58.459330 45.79 2000 
Finland 2.014478 3.499731 34.658370 61.841899 23.70 2000 
France 1.199567 2.836424 22.901115 74.262461 28.20 2000 
Germany 1.086949 1.263872 30.252667 68.483461 24.60 2000 
Greece 1.327225 6.590074 20.953375 72.456552 32.30 2000 
Honduras 0.678215 15.939103 32.348745 51.712152 51.10 1999 
Ireland 1.416753 3.165628 41.969242 54.865130 30.10 2000 
Italy 1.457061 2.796609 28.426273 68.777118 29.80 2000 
Kenya -0.094497 32.383844 16.803976 50.812180 62.50 1999 
Luxembourg 1.350391 0.684387 18.353089 80.962524 26.20 2000 
Malaysia -0.110032 10.842388 46.459015 42.698595 44.30 1999 
Mauritius 1.164342 7.313517 31.186063 61.500420 37.10 2001 
Mexico 0.701398 4.168293 28.021240 67.810467 55.60 2000 
Netherlands 2.015494 2.643172 24.943561 72.413267 25.50 2000 
New Zealand 1.547960 9.151267 24.374639 66.474095 33.90 2001 
Norway 2.007536 2.096536 41.950831 55.952633 28.80 2000 
Paraguay 0.328002 16.277956 23.047517 60.674527 56.92 2001 
Philippines 0.634956 15.764860 32.265845 51.969296 49.44 2000 
Portugal 1.430108 3.656854 28.033111 68.310035 34.70 2000 
Romania 0.837644 12.513897 36.378130 51.107973 30.27 2000 
Spain 1.312599 4.378856 29.234612 66.386533 31.50 2000 
Sri Lanka 0.245394 19.899952 27.280564 52.819484 61.00 2000 
Sweden 2.027128 2.064240 28.823106 69.112654 29.20 2000 
Thailand 0.657244 9.023142 41.991001 48.985858 44.80 2000 
Uganda -0.237345 29.384557 22.899743 47.715700 54.60 2000 
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Table 3.4 Continued 

Country 
Name UDS Agriculture 

% on GDP 
Industry 

% on GDP 
Services 

% on GDP Gini Data 
year 

United 
Kingdom 1.298074 0.987174 27.304998 71.707828 31.50 2000 

United States 1.581490 1.190979 23.440630 75.368391 45.70 2000 
Venezuela 0.521163 4.210018 49.673524 46.116458 44.10 2000 

 
Among the 2000s sample, Austria in 2000 had the highest UDS (2.031637) and the 

lowest Gini (23.70); its GDP from agriculture and services was respectively 2.036523% and 

67.181088%. The country with the lowest UDS was China, meaning that it was the most non-

democratic country in the sample; it had higher Gini (39.03) and higher percentage of GDP 

from agriculture (15.062944), while its GDP from services was quite low (39.020612%). The 

United States had a UDS of 1.581490; though its Gini in 2000 was quite high (45.70), most of 

its GDP was contributed by services (75.368391%) and its GDP from agriculture was only 

1.190979%. Malaysia, of which the UDS was -0.110032, became slightly non-democratic in 

1999; the GDP of Malaysia from agriculture and services were respectively 10.842388% and 

42.698595%, and its Gini was as high as 44.30. On the contrary, Sri Lanka (UDS: 0.245394) 

was slightly democratic in 2000; its GDP from agriculture (19.899952%) was not low, and it 

had an extremely high Gini (61.00), but its GDP from services was 52.819484%.  

Preliminary Analysis 
Below are the scatter plots of the distributions of the UDS against Agriculture (% 

on GDP), Industry (% on GDP), Services (% on GDP), and Gini coefficien. For each 

graph, the Y axis is UDS, and the X axis is respectively the other four indicators.  

Scatter Plots of 1980s Data  
From Figure 3.1, it could be inferred that for 1980s data, UDS would decrease 

as the percentage of GDP from agriculture raises.  
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Figure 3.1 The Distribution of UDS against Agriculture (% on GDP) (1980s) 

From Figure 3.2, the relationship between UDS and Industry (% on GDP) is 

not obvious. However, it seems that for 1980s data, the value of UDS would increase 

as the percentage of GDP from industry raises.  

 

Figure 3.2 The Distribution of UDS against Industry (% on GDP) (1980s) 
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From Figure 3.3, it is obvious that for 1980s data the value of UDS raises as 

the percentage of GDP from services increases.  

 

Figure 3.3 The Distribution of UDS against Services (% on GDP) (1980s) 

From Figure 4.4, it seems that for 1980s data, UDS is generally decreasing as 

the value of Gini coefficient is increasing.  

 

Figure 3.4 The Distribution of UDS against Gini Coefficient (1980s)  
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Scatter Plots of 2000s Data  
In Figure 3.5, it shows that the value of UDS has a negative trend against the 

increasing percentage of GDP from agriculture.  

 

Figure 3.5 The Distribution of UDS against Agriculture (% on GDP) (2000s) 

From Figure 3.6, the relationship between UDS and the percentage of GDP 

from industry is unobvious.  

 

Figure 3.6 The Distribution of UDS against Industry (% on GDP) (2000s) 
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From Figure 3.7, it can be obviously observed that when the percentage of 

GDP from services rises, the value of UDS would also go up.  

 

Figure 3.7 The Distribution of UDS against Services (% on GDP) (2000s) 

According to Figure 3.8, the value of UDS would generally go downward as 

the value of Gini coefficient increases.  

 

Figure 3.8 The Distribution of UDS against Gini Coefficient (2000s)  
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In the next chapter, the relationships inferred from the scatter plots will be 

examined by regressions on the data.  
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CHAPTER IV 

REGRESSION 

A regression model with five variables is constructed: UDS is the dependent 

variable (Y) representing the degree of democracy; Agriculture (% on GDP) (X1), 

Services (% on GDP) (X2), Gini coefficient (X3), and the squared term of the Gini 

coefficient (X3
2) are the independent variables. To avoid collinearity, Industry (% on 

GDP) is excluded from the regression model (see Appendix B).  A squared term of the 

Gini coefficient is added into the model, because of the hypothesis that the inequality 

is non-linear to the democracy. The regression model will be separately applied on the 

1980s and 2000s dataset; the outcomes will be contrasted in the next chapter. The 

regression model is:  

2
0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 3Y X X X X errorβ β β β β= + + + + +                                               (4.1) 

Regression on the 1980s data 
The regression result is displayed in Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 Regression Result on 1980s Data (I) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -0.948883 1.7398 -0.5454 0.58904  
Agriculture (%) -0.0155493 0.015474 -1.0049 0.32206  
Services (%) 0.0473999 0.016838 2.8151 0.00805 *** 
Gini -0.00677366 0.059161 -0.1145 0.90952  
Gini^2 -0.000262694 0.000669152 -0.3926 0.69708  

 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 14.25859  S.E. of regression 0.647588 
R-squared 0.696500  Adjusted R-squared 0.660794 
F(4, 34) 42.24196  P-value(F) 9.76e-13 
Log-likelihood -35.71767  Akaike criterion 81.43534 
Schwarz criterion 89.75314  Hannan-Quinn 84.41969 
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It presents that the value of R2 is 0.696500, which means 69.65% of the 

variations in UDS could be explained by the four independent variables. But out of the 

four independent variables, only Services (% on GDP) is significant, of which the p-

value is lower than 0.05. Both of the Gini coefficient and its squared term is not 

significant, meaning that the Gini coefficient is not non-linear to the UDS as 

hypothesized. Though the p-value of the Gini coefficient is greater than that of its 

squared term, the squared term is removed from the regression model so that the new 

model can be tried again to examine the linearity of the Gini coefficient to the UDS. 

Because the p-value of Agriculture (% on GDP) is lower than that of the Gini 

coefficient and its squared term, it is retained in the regression model for further 

examination.  

The adjusted regression model is:  

0 1 1 2 2 3 3Y X X X errorβ β β β= + + + +                                                             (4.2) 

The regression result is illustrated in Table 4.2.  

Table 4.2 Regression Result on 1980s Data (II) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -0.599792 1.21228 -0.4948 0.62386  
Agriculture (%) -0.0147748 0.0156183 -0.9460 0.35064  
Services (%) 0.048598 0.017631 2.7564 0.00922 *** 
Gini -0.0287534 0.0115646 -2.4863 0.01783 ** 

 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 14.29325  S.E. of regression 0.639045 
R-squared 0.695762  Adjusted R-squared 0.669685 
F(3, 35) 58.25522  P-value(F) 1.09e-13 
Log-likelihood -35.76501  Akaike criterion 79.53002 
Schwarz criterion 86.18427  Hannan-Quinn 81.91751 
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Services (% on GDP) and Gini coefficient are all significant. Gini coefficient is 

linear to UDS. But as Agriculture (% on GDP) is still not significant, it should be also 

removed from the regression model.  

The third regression model is:  

0 1 2 2 3Y X X errorβ β β= + + +                                                                        (4.3) 

The regression result is displayed in Table 4.3.  

Table 4.3 Regression Result on 1980s Data (III) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -1.42886 0.73189 -1.9523 0.05871 * 
Services (%) 0.0624705 0.00845631 7.3874 <0.00001 *** 
Gini -0.0320629 0.00942405 -3.4022 0.00165 *** 

 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 14.87163  S.E. of regression 0.642729 
R-squared 0.683451  Adjusted R-squared 0.665865 
F(2, 36) 92.91420  P-value(F) 6.10e-15 
Log-likelihood -36.53853  Akaike criterion 79.07706 
Schwarz criterion 84.06775  Hannan-Quinn 80.86768 

 
All of the variables are significant. The value of R2 is 0.683451, which means 

that about 68.35% of the variations in the UDS can be explained by Services (% on 

GDP) and the Gini coefficient.  

Therefore, the final estimated regression model is:  

 2 3
ˆ 1.42886 0.0624705 0.0320629Y X X= − + −                                              (4.4) 

It means that each unit of increase in Services (% on GDP) would cause UDS 

increases by 0.0624705; each unit of increase in Gini coefficient would cause UDS 

decreases by 0.0320629.  

Applying White’s test, it shows that,  
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LM = 9.81922                                                                                                (4.5) 

p-value = P(Chi-Square(5) > 9.81922) = 0.0805225                                    (4.6) 

As the null hypothesis is “the heteroskedasticity is not present”, this result 

means that only on the 5% confidence level, the null cannot be rejected and the 

heteroskedasticity is not present.  

Further, as the result of normality of residual test, the p-value is 0.02378. This 

result rejects the null on the 5% confidence level, meaning that the normality of 

residual is presented on the 1% confidence level.  The distribution of the residuals is 

illustrated in Figure 4.1.  

 

Figure 4.1 Test for Normality of Residual (1980s, III) 

To remove the influences from the heteroskedasticity, a heteroskedasticity 

corrected regression is applied, and the result is displayed in Table 4.4.  
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Table 4.4 Heteroskedasticity Corrected Regression (1980s)  

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -1.79901 0.35446 -5.0754 0.00001 *** 
Services (%) 0.0649495 0.00603691 10.7587 <0.00001 *** 
Gini -0.0262231 0.00513051 -5.1112 0.00001 *** 

Statistics based on the weighted data: 
Sum squared resid 146.3168  S.E. of regression 2.016024 
R-squared 0.803509  Adjusted R-squared 0.792593 
F(2, 36) 73.60727  P-value(F) 1.91e-13 
Log-likelihood -81.12174  Akaike criterion 168.2435 
Schwarz criterion 173.2342  Hannan-Quinn 170.0341 

Statistics based on the original data: 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 15.03285  S.E. of regression 0.646204 

 
All variables are significant, and the value of R2 is 0.803509.  

Regression on the 2000s data 
Applying equation (4.1) on the 2000s data, the regression result is displayed in 

Table 4.5.  
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Table 4.5 Regression Result on 2000s Data (I) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const 1.86151 1.45215 1.2819 0.20855  
Agriculture (%) -0.033088 0.0105286 -3.1427 0.00346 *** 
Services (%) 0.0237656 0.0131117 1.8126 0.07874 * 
Gini -0.088769 0.0509208 -1.7433 0.09032 * 
Gini_2 0.00085241 0.000597605 1.4264 0.16288  
 
Mean dependent var 1.002165  S.D. dependent var 0.722883 
Sum squared resid 6.282000  S.E. of regression 0.429843 
R-squared 0.683642  Adjusted R-squared 0.646424 
F(4, 34) 32.83394  P-value(F) 3.05e-11 
Log-likelihood -19.73407  Akaike criterion 49.46815 
Schwarz criterion 57.78596  Hannan-Quinn 52.45251 

 
It presents that the value of R2 is 0.683642, which means 68.36% of the 

variations in UDS could be explained by the four independent variables. But the 

squared term of Gini coefficient is not significant, indicating that the Gini coefficient 

is not non-linear to the UDS as hypothesized. Thus the squared term is removed from 

the regression model which will be regressed again to examine the correlation between 

the other variables and the UDS.  

The adjusted regression model is:  

0 1 1 2 2 3 3Y X X X errorβ β β β= + + + +                                                             (4.7) 

The regression result is displayed in Table 4.6.  
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Table 4.6 Regression Result on 2000s Data (II) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const 0.110051 1.08525 0.1014 0.91981  
Agriculture (%) -0.0269719 0.00961245 -2.8059 0.00814 *** 
Services (%) 0.0287773 0.0139311 2.0657 0.04632 ** 
Gini -0.016511 0.00716223 -2.3053 0.02720 ** 
 
Mean dependent var 1.002165  S.D. dependent var 0.722883 
Sum squared resid 6.603312  S.E. of regression 0.434357 
R-squared 0.667461  Adjusted R-squared 0.638958 
F(3, 35) 27.31545  P-value(F) 2.77e-09 
Log-likelihood -20.70679  Akaike criterion 49.41358 
Schwarz criterion 56.06783  Hannan-Quinn 51.80107 

 
All of the variables, including Agriculture (% on GDP), are significant. The 

value of R2 is 0.667461, meaning that about 66.75% of the variations in the UDS can 

be explained by the three significant variables.  

Therefore, the final estimated regression model is:  

1 2 3
ˆ 0.110051 0.0269719 0.0287773 0.016511Y X X X= − + −                         (4.8) 

It indicates that for the 2000s data, each one unit of increase in Agriculture (% 

on GDP) would cause UDS decreased 0.0269719; each one unit of increase in 

Services (% on GDP) would cause UDS increased 0.0287773; each one unit of 

increase in Gini coefficient would cause UDS decreased 0.016511.  

Applying White’s test, it shows that,  

LM = 22.8057                                                                                                (4.9) 

p-value = P(Chi-Square(9) > 22.8057) = 0.00664766                                 (4.10) 

As the null hypothesis is “the heteroskedasticity is not present”, this result 

means that the null is always rejected and the heteroskedasticity is present.  
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Further, as the result of normality of residual test, the p-value is 0.04862. This 

result rejects the null on the 5% confidence level, meaning that the normality of 

residual is presented on the 1% confidence level.  The distribution of the residuals is 

illustrated in Figure 4.2.  

 

Figure 4.2 Test for Normality of Residual (2000s, II) 

Further, to remove the influences from the heteroskedasticity, a 

heteroskedasticity corrected regression is applied, and the result is displayed in Table 

4.7.  
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Table 4.7 Heteroskedasticity Corrected Regression (2000s)  

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const 0.726522 0.528056 1.3758 0.17761  
Agriculture -0.0253301 0.00750158 -3.3766 0.00181 *** 
Services 0.0224251 0.00721262 3.1091 0.00372 *** 
Gini -0.0209031 0.00525945 -3.9744 0.00034 *** 

Statistics based on the weighted data: 
Sum squared resid 82.91160  S.E. of regression 1.539124 
R-squared 0.855888  Adjusted R-squared 0.843535 
F(3, 35) 69.28886  P-value(F) 8.48e-15 
Log-likelihood -70.04576  Akaike criterion 148.0915 
Schwarz criterion 154.7458  Hannan-Quinn 150.4790 

Statistics based on the original data: 
Mean dependent var 1.002165  S.D. dependent var 0.722883 
Sum squared resid 6.917525  S.E. of regression 0.444571 

 
All variables are significant, and the value of R2 is 0.855888.  

Changes between 1980s and 2000s 
A model describing the changes between 1980s and 2000s could be built to 

examine the relationships among the changes in the UDS and the changes in other 

variables.  

0 1 1 2 2 3 3Y X X X errorβ β β β∆ = + ∆ + ∆ + ∆ +                                                  (4.11) 

The variables are the same as those in the original regression model. Y is UDS, 

X1 is Agriculture (% on GDP), X2 is Services (% on GDP), and X3 is the Gini 

coefficient of income.  

The samples are the 29 countries existing in both of 1980s and 2000s samples. 

The dataset is displayed below in Table 4.8.  
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Table 4.8 Changes between 1980s and 2000s 
Country 

Name Δ UDS Δ Agriculture 
(% on GDP) 

Δ Industry 
(% on GDP) 

Δ Services 
(% on GDP) 

Δ 
Gini 

Australia 0.339998 -4.245632 -10.558830 14.804459 -8.40 
Austria 0.463425 -2.101212 -3.407548 5.508760 -4.60 
Belgium -0.627250 -1.206506 -9.695919 10.902425 1.40 
Brazil 0.982776 -5.132884 -15.987536 21.120419 0.39 
Bulgaria 1.599163 -1.053536 -28.603127 29.656663 7.38 
Chile 1.939634 -1.139918 0.952596 0.187417 2.01 
China -0.246665 -15.111290 -2.306012 17.417302 9.53 
Colombia -0.368814 -10.972475 -3.018936 13.991410 -0.40 
Costa Rica -0.051855 -4.423597 -0.396110 4.819707 -0.61 
Finland 0.821348 -5.184732 -3.320443 8.505175 0.40 
France 0.216708 -1.767484 -6.341611 8.109095 -0.80 
Greece 0.212123 -5.496426 -9.236788 14.733214 -7.50 
Ireland -0.015004 -8.270345 6.287024 1.983321 -6.60 
Italy 0.082776 -3.223221 -9.645271 12.868492 -7.70 
Kenya 0.518827 -9.567153 -1.182862 10.750011 5.80 
Luxembourg -0.176193 -1.363686 -11.364938 12.728624 -0.20 
Malaysia -0.150445 -9.136990 7.931998 1.204990 -7.20 
Mauritius 0.497038 -5.818968 4.979374 0.839593 1.90 
Mexico 0.926333 -5.224174 -6.921554 12.145728 5.00 
Netherlands -0.093733 -1.603324 -7.990416 9.593740 -2.80 
New Zealand 0.119350 -1.198675 -6.410569 7.609244 -0.80 
Norway 0.005778 -1.614111 7.316285 -5.702174 6.20 
Philippines 0.900865 -8.812545 -2.802168 11.614713 3.94 
Spain 0.502492 -2.870256 -7.354823 10.225079 -2.70 
Sri Lanka -0.103443 -7.653626 -2.359895 10.013521 16.50 
Sweden -0.087955 -2.638755 -2.793572 5.432327 -3.40 
Thailand 0.668745 -12.333959 11.891810 0.442149 -3.50 
United 
Kingdom -0.148448 -1.136403 -13.406051 14.542454 6.30 

United States 0.408763 -1.706963 -10.092051 11.799014 11.00 
 

Changes in some typical countries can be observed from the dataset. From 

1980s to 2000s, the UDS of Australia increased by 0.339998; correspondingly its 

Agriculture (% on GDP) decreased by 4.245632, its Services (% on GDP) increased 

by 14.804459, and its Gini decreased by 8.40. The UDS of China decreased by 
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0.246665, resulted from that its Gini increased by 9.53, though its Agriculture (% on 

GDP) decreased by 15.111290, and its Services (% on GDP) increased by 17.417302. 

From 1980s to 2000s, Italy received a decrease of 3.223221 on Agriculture (% on 

GDP), and an increase of 12.868492 on Services (% on GDP), and a decrease of 7.70 

on Gini, resulting its UDS increased by 0.082776.  

Applying the model, the regression resulted is illustrated below:  

Table 4.9 Regression Result on the Changes between 1980s and 2000s 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const 0.309506 0.315911 0.9797 0.33661  
Agriculture (%) 0.0196747 0.0325867 0.6038 0.55144  
Services (%) 0.00993057 0.0211316 0.4699 0.64247  
Gini 0.00951668 0.0140786 0.6760 0.50527  

 
Mean dependent var 0.315046  S.D. dependent var 0.575509 
Sum squared resid 8.840569  S.E. of regression 0.594662 
R-squared 0.046725  Adjusted R-squared -0.067668 
F(3, 25) 0.341103  P-value(F) 0.795788 
Log-likelihood -23.92402  Akaike criterion 55.84804 
Schwarz criterion 61.31723  Hannan-Quinn 57.56092 

 
None of the variables present significance. The value of R2 is as low as 

0.046725. This is possibly resulted from the heteroskedasticity shown in the test 

results of the regressions on 1980s and 2000s data.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter is to discuss the results of the regressions and to conclude how 

they verify the hypotheses.  

The Relationship between the Variables  
The results of regression show that there is a certain correlation among GPD 

composition by sector, Gini coefficient of income, and the forms of government. From 

the equation (4.6) and (4.10), it could be concluded that a higher percentage of 

services in GDP could raise the value of the UDS, meaning that the corresponding 

country is more democratic, as hypothesized in Chapter III; vice versa. Besides, the 

results show that a rising Gini coefficient would reduce the UDS, meaning that the 

corresponding country is more non-democratic; vice versa.  

Further, according to equation (4.10) and Table 4.2, Agriculture (% on GDP) 

has a negative effect on UDS even though when it presents no significance in the 

regression result. It recognizes the hypothesis in Chapter III that the society of which 

the economy focuses on agriculture would present more non-democratic. However, 

whether or not is there a strong influence from Agriculture (% on GDP) on the forms 

of government is still uncertain.  

The Difference in Regression Results 
According to Chapter IV, there is an obvious difference between the regression 

results on 1980s data and 2000s data. For the 1980s data, there are only two significant 

variables: Services (% on GDP) and the Gini coefficient. But for the 2000s data, one 

more variable, Agriculture (% on GDP), is also significant.  

There are couple possible reasons for the difference.  

First, it might be resulted from the limitation of sample size. There are 266 

countries, dependent areas, and other entities on the world nowadays 

(https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/xx.html), each of 
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which might have a unique value of UDS (representing a unique form of government). 

But in this paper, there are only 39 sample countries contained in each dataset. When 

collecting data, I found that there are countries that has data on Gini coefficient only 

for one year, say, 1965; there are countries of which the Gini coefficient of every year 

are all calculated from consumption; there are counties which has relative complete 

records on annual Gini coefficient but lacks data on GDP composition by sector or the 

UDS. The deficiency in the data has the sample size shrank, restricting the explanatory 

power of the regression model. In this case, there are two possibilities. One is that 

Agriculture (% on GDP) certainly has no correlation with the forms of government; 

the data defect in 2000s makes it wrongly significant in regression. The other one is 

that Agriculture (% on GDP) certainly has correlation with the forms of government; 

the data defect in 1980s makes it wrongly insignificant in regression. If the sample 

size could be large enough, this problem may be avoided.  

Second, it might be resulted from the structure of the 1980s dataset. Also due 

to the limitation in data record, most of the data of 1980s has to be picked from nearby 

years. The distribution of the sample countries in 1980s data are displayed in Table 3.1 

and Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1 Distribution of 1980s Sample  

According to the figure, for the 1980s data, the earliest data year is 1977, while 

the latest one is 1987, with a time span as long as ten years. Contrasting to the 2000s 

data which almost has all of the samples from the same year (Table 3.2), such a long 

time span could be a disturbance in regression. Although data of each indicator of a 

certain sample country should be from the same year, changes on economy or political 

institutions of the world from 1977 to 1987 might exist, making Agriculture (% on 

GDP) insignificant in the regression result.  

The Values of R2  
According to the final regression results, the R2 of the 1980s data is 0.683451, 

and the R2 of the 2000s data is 0.667461. It means that more than 30% of the 

variations in the UDS in each of the two datasets cannot be explained by the GDP 

composition by sector or the Gini coefficient of income.  

It may indicate that there are other economic indicators, which are not included 

in the regression model, are influencing the forms of government. However, it is also 

possible that the results are due to non-economic factors.  
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A form of government is characterized by the interlock of political, economic 

and cultural factors (Heywood, 2007). Therefore the 30% of UDS which cannot be 

explained by GDP composition by sector or Gini coefficient could be derived from 

political factors or cultural factors. It might due to the political tradition, ideology of 

the society, culture, or religion. However, this is beyond the subject of this paper.  

The Linearity of Gini Coefficient to the Forms of Government  
It is hypothesized in Chapter III that the inequality is non-linear to the form 

government: when the inequality is either extremely low or high, the Safety-satisfied 

Class would be too weak to afford a democracy; only when the inequality is on a 

proper level, the Safety-satisfied Class is strong enough that the society is likely to 

have a democracy.  

But the results of regression show that Gini Coefficient, the indicator used in 

this paper to represent inequality, is absolutely linear to UDS, which represents the 

forms of government. In both of the regressions for 1980s data and 2000s data, the 

squared term of the Gini coefficient is the first term to be removed from the regression 

model.  

There are several possible reasons for such a result:  

1. The hypothesis is wrong; the inequality has only a linear effect on forms of 

government.  

2. The hypothesis could be right, and the deviation between it and the 

regression results is due to the limitation from the sample size.  

3. The hypothesis could be right, and the deviation between it and the 

regression results is due to the limited interval of data distribution. The facts are that, 

among the 1980s data, the lowest value of Gini coefficient is 22.60 (Norway); among 

the 2000s data, the lowest value of Gini coefficient is 23.70 (Austria). Neither of the 

two datasets has an “extremely low” Gini coefficient. Thus what is observed from the 

regression is the process that the inequality raises from the “proper level” to 

“extremely high level”. In this case, how the UDS would change as the inequality 
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raises from “extremely low” to the “proper” level is unknown. Therefore it is possible 

that available data is insufficient to verify the hypothesis, but not that the hypothesis is 

wrong.  

4. The hypothesis could be right, and the deviation between it and the 

regression results is caused by that the Gini coefficient does not fit in explaining the 

effects on forms of government from needs class. There are couple ways to describe 

the inequality. Gini coefficient is derived from Lorenz Curve, which graphs the 

cumulative distribution of wealth for every n% of poorest population. It classifies the 

society (by percentage of population) to express the inequality. It is possible that 

problems pop up when using one classification (Gini coefficient) to explain another 

classification (needs class) of population. Theil index, another measurement on the 

inequality, might be a better way to explain the relationship between inequality and 

forms of government. It values the wealth of each subject (household or person) by its 

place with respect to the mean. But as Theil index is not as popular as Gini coefficient, 

and as there is no data in Theil index available on a worldwide scale, it cannot be 

applied in this paper.  

Conclusion 
Due to the data and the regression results, the form of government of a country 

is certainly correlated with the percentage of GDP from services and the Gini 

coefficient of income. The higher is the percentage of GDP from services, or the lower 

is the Gini coefficient, the higher the value of UDS would be, representing that the 

country is more democratic; vice versa. It verifies the hypothesis that when the 

inequality is on a proper level, and when the GDP contains a high percentage on 

services, a democracy would be afforded by the safety-satisfied class which is strong 

enough.  

However, there is couple of uncertainties. The first one is that the percentage 

of GDP from agriculture is not significant in 1980s data, but is significant in 2000s 

data. It might come from the limitation in data. The second one is that the Gini 
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coefficient expresses linearity to the forms of government in regressions, differing 

from the hypothesis. It might indicate that the hypothesis is partly wrong; while it is 

also possible that such a result is due to the limitation on data; further, it may indicate 

that the Gini coefficient is not suitable in explaining needs class.  
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APPENDIX A  

RESIDUAL PLOTS  

The residual plots of the regression results in Chapter IV are illustrated below.  

1980s data 

 

Figure A.1 Residual Plots against UDS (1980s) 
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Figure A.2 Residual Plots against Services (% on GDP) (1980s) 

 

Figure A.3 Residual Plots against Gini Coefficient (1980s) 
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2000s data 

 

Figure A.4 Residual Plots against UDS (2000s) 

 

Figure A.5 Residual Plots against Agriculture (% on GDP) (2000s) 
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Figure A.6 Residual Plots against Services (% on GDP) (2000s) 

 

Figure A.7 Residual Plots against Gini Coefficient (2000s) 
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APPENDIX B  

COLLINEARITY AND INFLUENCES FROM INDUSTRY  

In Chapter IV, Industry (% on GDP) is excluded from the regression model for 

both datasets, because strong collinearity appears when Agriculture (% on GDP), 

Industry (% on GDP), and Services (% on GDP) are regressed together.  

Collinearity  
To verify the collinearity, a test regression model is built:  

0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4Y X X X X errorβ β β β β= + + + + +                                                (B.1) 

In this model, Y is UDS, X1 is Agriculture (% on GDP), X2 is Industry (% on 

GDP), X3 is Services (% on GDP), and X4 is the Gini coefficient of income.  

Below is the regression result on the 1980s data:  

Table B.1 Regression Result on 1980s Data (BI) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -1.9382e+06 255098 -7.5979 <0.00001 *** 
Agriculture (%) 19382.2 2550.97 7.5980 <0.00001 *** 
Industry (%) 19382.2 2550.98 7.5979 <0.00001 *** 
Services (%) 19382.3 2550.96 7.5980 <0.00001 *** 
Gini -0.0215974 0.0109527 -1.9719 0.05680 * 
Warning: data matrix close to singularity! 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 11.25206  S.E. of regression 0.575276 
R-squared 0.760495  Adjusted R-squared 0.732318 
Log-likelihood -31.09990  Akaike criterion 72.19981 
Schwarz criterion 80.51761  Hannan-Quinn 75.18416 

 
The p-value and R2 of the whole regression model are not the point. The 

problem is that Agriculture (% on GDP), Industry (% on GDP), and Services (% on 

GDP) perform in a strange way: the values of their coefficient, standard error, t-ratio, 

and p-value are almost the same.  
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Running the collinearity test upon the regression result, it says:  

Table B.2 Collinearity Test on the Regression Result of 1980s Data (BI) 

Variance Inflation Factors 
Minimum possible value = 1.0 
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem 

Agriculture (%) 1000355314831.296 
Industry (%) 355594127703.948 
Services (%) 621958241592.390 
Gini 1.324 

VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient 
between variable j and the other independent variables 
Properties of matrix X'X: 

1-norm = 279382.45 
 Determinant = 19117.25 

 Reciprocal condition number = 2.8166757e-018 

 
From the test result, three indicators, Agriculture (% on GDP), Industry (% on 

GDP), and Services (% on GDP), show extreme collinearity.  

Using the same regression model, the regression result on the 2000s data is:  

Table B.3 Regression Result on 2000s Data (BI) 

Variables  Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -9.8226e+06 3.70505e+07 -0.2651 0.79252  
Agriculture (%) 98226 370575 0.2651 0.79256  
Industry (%) 98226 370589 0.2651 0.79257  
Services (%) 98226.1 370576 0.2651 0.79256  
Gini -0.0153244 0.00851845 -1.7990 0.08091 * 
Warning: data matrix close to singularity! 
Mean dependent var 1.002165  S.D. dependent var 0.722883 
Sum squared resid 6.459874  S.E. of regression 0.435886 
R-squared 0.674685  Adjusted R-squared 0.636412 
Log-likelihood -20.27854  Akaike criterion 50.55709 
Schwarz criterion 58.87490  Hannan-Quinn 53.54145 
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Agriculture (% on GDP), Industry (% on GDP), and Services (% on GDP) also 

perform in a strange way, showing similarity to that of 1980s data.  

Running the collinearity test upon the regression result, it says:  

Table B.4 Collinearity Test on the Regression Result of 2000s Data (BI) 

Variance Inflation Factors 
Minimum possible value = 1.0 
Values > 10.0 may indicate a collinearity problem 

Agriculture (%) 145277407334532.120 
Industry (%) 147659004176081.840 
Services (%) 250199979298360.870 
Gini 1.771 

VIF(j) = 1/(1 - R(j)^2), where R(j) is the multiple correlation coefficient 
between variable j and the other independent variables 
Properties of matrix X'X: 

1-norm = 336229.11 
 Determinant = 6.5593529 

 Reciprocal condition number = 2.9462498e-021 

 
As the same as the result of 1980s data, Agriculture (% on GDP), Industry (% 

on GDP), and Services (% on GDP), also show extreme collinearity.  

From the test results above, extreme collinearity would appear when 

Agriculture (% on GDP), Industry (% on GDP), and Services (% on GDP) are 

regressed together. It is possible that this phenomenon originates from that the sum of 

these three indicators for each sample country is always100. For obtaining a good 

regression result, one of the three indicators should be removed from the regression 

model. The hypothesis in Chapter 2 was that, the more percentage of GDP is 

contributed by services, the society probably is more democratic; the more percentage 

of GDP is contributed by agriculture, the society is probably more non-democratic. 

Therefore Industry (% on GDP) is excluded from the regression model.  
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The Influences from Industry  
In this case, how would the percentage of GDP from industry influence the 

forms of government? A regression model could be built for this:  

0 1 2 2 3 3 4Y X X X errorβ β β β= + + + +                                                            (B.2) 

In this model, Y is UDS, X2 is Industry (% on GDP), X3 is Services (% on 

GDP), and X4 is the Gini coefficient of income.  

The regression result on the 1980s data is:  

Table B.5 Regression Result on 1980s Data (BII) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -2.07727 1.18466 -1.7535 0.08827 * 
Industry (%) 0.0147748 0.0156183 0.9460 0.35064  
Services (%) 0.0633727 0.0106829 5.9322 <0.00001 *** 
Gini -0.0287534 0.0115646 -2.4863 0.01783 ** 

 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 14.29325  S.E. of regression 0.639045 
R-squared 0.695763  Adjusted R-squared 0.669685 
F(3, 35) 58.25519  P-value(F) 1.09e-13 
Log-likelihood -35.76500  Akaike criterion 79.53001 
Schwarz criterion 86.18426  Hannan-Quinn 81.91750 

 
Though Industry (% on GDP) represents no significance in this regression, it 

turns out to perform a positive effect on the value of UDS. But its influence is much 

less than Services (% on GDP). According to 1980s data, every 1 increase in Services 

(% on GDP) would cause UDS to be raised by 0.0633727, but every 1 increase in 

Industry (% on GDP) would cause UDS to be raised only by 0.0147748.  

The regression result on the 2000s data is:  
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Table B.6 Regression Result on 2000s Data (BII) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const -2.58714 1.1677 -2.2156 0.03332 ** 
Industry (%) 0.0269719 0.00961245 2.8059 0.00814 *** 
Services (%) 0.0557493 0.012968 4.2990 0.00013 *** 
Gini -0.016511 0.00716223 -2.3053 0.02720 ** 

 
Mean dependent var 1.002165  S.D. dependent var 0.722883 
Sum squared resid 6.603312  S.E. of regression 0.434357 
R-squared 0.667461  Adjusted R-squared 0.638958 
F(3, 35) 27.31545  P-value(F) 2.77e-09 
Log-likelihood -20.70679  Akaike criterion 49.41358 
Schwarz criterion 56.06783  Hannan-Quinn 51.80107 

 
Industry (% on GDP), which is significant, performs a positive effect on the 

value of UDS. Similar to that of 1980s data, its influence is much less than Services (% 

on GDP). According to 2000s data, every 1 increase in Services (% on GDP) would 

cause the UDS to be raised by 0.0557493, but every 1 increase in Industry (% on GDP) 

would cause the UDS to be raised only by 0.0269719.  

On the other hand, another regression model containing Agriculture (% on 

GDP) but not Services (% on GDP) could be built:  

0 1 1 2 2 3 4Y X X X errorβ β β β= + + + +                                                            (B.3) 

In this model, Y is UDS, X1 is Agriculture (% on GDP), X2 is Industry (% on 

GDP), and X4 is the Gini coefficient of income.  

The regression result on the 1980s data is:  
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Table B.7 Regression Result on 1980s Data (BIII) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const 4.26 0.696212 6.1188 <0.00001 *** 
Agriculture (%) -0.0633727 0.0106829 -5.9322 <0.00001 *** 
Industry (%) -0.0485979 0.017631 -2.7564 0.00922 *** 
Gini -0.0287535 0.0115646 -2.4863 0.01783 ** 
 
Mean dependent var 0.509049  S.D. dependent var 1.111904 
Sum squared resid 14.29327  S.E. of regression 0.639045 
R-squared 0.695762  Adjusted R-squared 0.669685 
F(3, 35) 58.25526  P-value(F) 1.09e-13 
Log-likelihood -35.76503  Akaike criterion 79.53006 
Schwarz criterion 86.18431  Hannan-Quinn 81.91755 

 
All of the three variables present significance and have negative effects on the 

values of the UDS. Every 1 increase in Industry (% on GDP) has the UDS decreased 

by 0.0485979. Its effect is smaller than that of Agriculture (% on GDP). Every 1 

increase in Agriculture (% on GDP) would have the UDS decreased by 0.0633727.  

The regression result on the 2000s data is:  

Table B.8 Regression Result on 2000s Data (BIII) 

Variables Coefficient Std. Error t-ratio p-value  
const 2.98779 0.419558 7.1213 <0.00001 *** 
Agriculture (%) -0.0557493 0.012968 -4.2990 0.00013 *** 
Industry (%) -0.0287773 0.0139311 -2.0657 0.04632 ** 
Gini -0.016511 0.00716223 -2.3053 0.02720 ** 
 
Mean dependent var 1.002165  S.D. dependent var 0.722883 
Sum squared resid 6.603312  S.E. of regression 0.434357 
R-squared 0.667461  Adjusted R-squared 0.638958 
F(3, 35) 27.31545  P-value(F) 2.77e-09 
Log-likelihood -20.70679  Akaike criterion 49.41358 
Schwarz criterion 56.06783  Hannan-Quinn 51.80107 
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As same as the regression result of 1980s data, all of the three variables present 

significance and have negative effects on the UDS. Every 1 increase in Industry (% on 

GDP) has the UDS decreased by 0.0287773. The effect is smaller than that of 

Agriculture (% on GDP). Every 1 increase in Agriculture (% on GDP) would have the 

UDS decreased by 0.0557493.  

It is interesting that Industry (% on GDP) presents different influences to the 

UDS respectively in model (B.2) and (B.3). When Industry (% on GDP) and Services 

(% on GDP) are regressed together, Industry (% on GDP) affects positively on the 

UDS. But on the contrary, when Agriculture (% on GDP) and Industry (% on GDP) 

are regressed together, Industry (% on GDP) affects negatively on the UDS.  

The absolute values of estimated coefficient of Industry (% on GDP) are 

always smaller than those of Agriculture (% on GDP) and Services (% on GDP) in 

each model. Therefore it could be inferred that comparing to Services (% on GDP), 

Industry (% on GDP) has a negative effect on UDS; and comparing to Agriculture (% 

on GDP), Industry (% on GDP) has a positive effect on UDS.  

To conclude, the percentage of GDP from industry also influences the forms of 

government, but its influence is not as decisive as agriculture and services. With 

respect to the percentage of GDP from services, the lower it is, the more democratic is 

the government; with respect to the percentage of GDP from agriculture, the higher it 

is, the more democratic is the government.  

The reason, that Industry (% on GDP) shows no significance in the regression 

on the 1980s data, is possibly due to the limitation in the sample size. It has been 

discussed in Chapter V.  
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